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COMPILATION: constant acceleration & constant velocity apparatus by Rex Rice 
 
Sept. 22, 2018 
From: Jane Jackson, ASU 
A modeler wrote: Where can I find a description of Rex Rice's constant acceleration apparatus? 
 
This is also known as the 'wheel and axle" device. It and several other low-cost, buld it yourself 
lab equipment are described at 
     http://www.slapt.org/resources/index.html 
Low cost motion equipment: BB in tube, battery powered car, wheel and axle, water clock  
 
Also, download this compilation on the ASU modeling legacy website: 
Unit 3 - Wheel-axle apparatus by Rex Rice for low-tech lab (2005)  
  modeling.asu.edu/modeling/listserv1.html 
 
For CONSTANT VELOCITY apparatus to make, from Rex Rice and Don Rose (2010), visit  
    http://modeling.asu.edu/Projects-Resources.html 
and scroll down near the bottom, to the section called "Lab Equipment to Make, & Low-tech 
Modeling Instruction". 
 --------------------------------------------------- 
Sept. 24, 2018 
From: Allen Hubbard, in Texas 
   In response to "Rex Rice's constant acceleration apparatus”: If you have access to a 3D printer 
and some blank CD's lying around, you can print these little screws with tapered ends that work 
really well.  I have not done the lab yet, but I have run a few tests.  They seem to take a nice long 
time to accelerate, they self-correct, and they will work on two meter sticks held parallel like an 
inclined plane. 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1398337 (Steve Dickie’s blog: Thingiverse. March 15, 2016) 
 ---------------------------------------------------- 
Oct. 3, 2018 
From: Bill Jameson, a long-time modeler in Wisconsin 
    I 3d printed the wheel and axle that someone mentioned last week. My lab assistant and I took 
3 data sets for the wheel rolling down a shallow incline, and every time the parabolic x-t graph 
appeared to have a significant initial velocity, even though we started the stopwatch when the 
wheel began to rotate.  Have others had this problem (the phantom Vo?)? If so, does anyone 
have a solution for it? 
 -------------------------------------------------- 
 
Oct. 4, 2018 
From: David Ennis, in Connecticut 
Bill Jameson wrote: “Have others had this problem (the phantom Vo?)? If so, does anyone have 
a solution for it?” 
    The errors in our measurements plus anomalies in the motion such as wobble and possible 
imperceptible slippage of the axle on the ramp (slippage is obvious in mine at angles over 20° or 
so, so perhaps there is some at lower angles), give imperfect data.  Curve fitting programs don't 
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care where the data came from, they just say, "I get the best fit if I pull out this piece and add it a 
coefficient of x," and we interpret it as Vo.   
    I avoid this element of confusion for my students by having them plot the points without 
curve-fitting and look at the shape.  The  parabolic shape indicates that x is a function of t² (since 
we know and impose that Vi was zero).  When they linearize the data and then do a linear fit, 
they get virtually the same coefficient of t² as does the parabolic curve fit, but with no t term. 
 ------------------------------------------------- 
 
Oct. 5, 2018 
From: Cameron Nickerson, in California 
     By far the best way to do this lab is with video analysis, if you have that option available. You 
can start 0 when you let go of the device and it makes perfect sense to the students (no matter 
what the video frame says. Logger Pro, set up a new calculated column to do the math). 
    Failing that, the new data carts ought to solve the problem, though I have not tried that. I 
presume they can be started with a trigger so that the first detection starts the timer. 
    I've never had luck with the cones. They always slip and cause problems that way. 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
Oct. 12, 2018 
From: Bill Jameson 
    I solved the problem with my anomalous acceleration of the wheel and axle by making new 
cones and using a pre-made wheel instead of a 3d printed one. 
    The wheel comes from a VEX robotics kit, because I also teach Principles of Engineering. 
    If you have access to a 3d printer and VEX equipment, I'd be happy to send the files for this 
cone and more explanation. Contact me off list: wjameson@deforestschools.org 


